Abstract-This paper introduces a set of algorithms for Monte-Carlo Bayesian reinforcement learning. Firstly, MonteCarlo estimation of upper bounds on the Bayes-optimal value function is employed to construct an optimistic policy. Secondly, gradient-based algorithms for approximate upper and lower bounds are introduced. Finally, we introduce a new class of gradient algorithms for Bayesian Bellman error minimisation. We theoretically show that the gradient methods are sound. Experimentally, we demonstrate the superiority of the upper bound method in terms of reward obtained. However, we also show that the Bayesian Bellman error method is a close second, despite its significant computational simplicity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bayesian reinforcement learning [1] , [2] is the decisiontheoretic approach [3] to solving the reinforcement learning problem. Unfonrtunately, calculating posterior distributions can be computationally expensive. Morever, the Bayesoptimal decision can be intractable [4] , [5] , [1] , and even calculating an optimal solution in a restricted class can be difficult [6] . This paper proposes a set of algorithms that take actions by estimating bounds on the Bayes-optimal utility through sampling. They include a direct MonteCarlo approach, as well as gradient-based approaches. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms experimentally.
A. Setting
In the reinforcement learning problem, an agent is acting in some unknown Markovian environment µ ∈ M, according to some policy π ∈ Π. The agent's policy is a procedure for selecting actions, with the action at time t being a t ∈ A. The environment reacts to this action with a sequence of states s t ∈ S and rewards r t ∈ R. Since the agent may be learning from experience, this interaction may depend on the complete history, h t ∈ H, where H (S × A × R)
* is the set of all state action reward sequences.
The complete Markov decision process (MDP) is specified as follows. The agent's action at time t depends on the history observed so far: a t | h t = (s t , r t , a t−1 ) ∼ P π (a t | s t , r t , a t−1 ),
where s t is a shorthand for the sequence (s i )
; similarly, we use s t k for (s i ) t i=k . We denote the environment's response at time t + 1 given the history at time t by: s t+1 , r t+1 | h t = (s t , r t , a t ) ∼ P µ (s t+1 , r t+1 | s t , a t ) (2) Finally, the agent's goal is determined through its utility:
which is a discounted sum of the total instantaneous rewards obtained, with γ ∈ [0, 1]. Without loss of generality, we assume that U ∈ [0, U max ]. The optimal agent policy maximises U in expectation, i.e.
where P π µ , E π µ denote probabilities and expectations under the process jointly specified by µ, π. However, as in the reinforcement learning problem the environment µ is unknown, the above maximisation is ill-posed. Intuitively, the agent can increase its expected utility by either: (i) Trying to better estimate µ in order to perform the maximisation later (exploration), or (ii) Use a best-guess estimate of µ to obtain high rewards (exploitation).
In order to solve this trade-off, we can adopt a Bayesian viewpoint [3] , [7] , where we consider a (potentially infinite) set of environment models M. In particular, we select a prior probability measure ξ on M. For an appropriate subset B ⊂ M, the quantity ξ(B) describes our initial belief that the correct model lies in B. We can now formulate the alternative goal of maximising the expected utility with respect to ξ:
This makes the problem formally sound. A policy π * ξ ∈ arg max π E π ξ U is called Bayes-optimal as it solves the exploration-exploitation problem with respect to out prior belief ξ. However, its computation is generally hard [8] even in restricted classes of policies [6] . On the other hand, simple heuristics such as Thompson sampling [9] , [1] provide an efficient trade-off [10] , [11] between exploration and exploitation.
B. Related work and our contribution
One difficulty that arises when adopting a Bayesian approach to sequential decision making is that in many interesting problems, the posterior calculation itself requires approximations, mainly due to partial observability [12] , [4] . The second and more universal problem, which we consider in this paper, is that finding the Bayes-optimal policy is hard, as the set of policies we must consider grows exponentially with the horizon T . However, heuristics exist which, given the current posterior, can obtain a near-optimal policy [13] , [14] , [1] , [15] , [6] , [16] . In this paper we shall focus on model-based algorithms that use approximate lower and upper bounds on the Bayes-optimal utility to select actions.
The general idea of computing lower and upper bounds via Monte-Carlo sampling in model-based Bayesian reinforcement learning was introduced in [5] . This sampled MDP models from the current belief to estimate stochastic upper and lower bounds. These bounds were then used to perform a stochastic branch and bound search for an optimal policy. In a follow-up paper [6] , an attempt was made to obtain tighter lower bounds by finding a good memoryless policy. An earlier class of approaches involving lower bounds is the work of [16] , which sampled beliefs rather than MDPs to construct lower bound approximations.
In order to perform the approximations, we also introduce a number of gradient-based algorithms. Relevant work in this domain includes the Gaussian process (GP) based algorithms suggested by [17] , [18] and [19] . In particular, [17] performs an incremental temporal-difference fit of the value function using GPs, implicitly using the empirical model of the process. The other two approaches are model-based, with [18] estimating a gradient direction for policy improvement by drawing sample trajectories from the marginal distribution. An analytic solution to the problem of policy improvement with GPs is given by [19] , which however relies on the expected transition kernel of the process and so does not appear to take the model uncertainty into account.
The approaches suggested in this paper are considerably simpler, as well as more general, in that they are applicable to any Bayesian model of the Markov process and parametrisation of the value function. The fundamental idea stems from the observation that, in order to estimate the Bayes-utility of a policy, we can draw sample MDPs from the posterior, calculate the (either current policy's, or the optimal) utility for each MDP and average. The same effect can be achieved in an iterative procedure, by drawing only one MDP, estimating the utility of our policy, and then adjusting our parameters to approach the sampled utility. This can be achieved with gradient methods. Finally, we use the same sampling idea to minimise the Bellman error of the Bayes-expected value function, in a fully incremental fashion that explicitly takes into account the model uncertainty.
II. GRADIENT BAYESIAN REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Imagine that the history h t ∈ H of length t has been generated from P π µ , the process defiend by an MDP µ ∈ M controlled with a history-dependent policy π. Now consider a prior belief ξ 0 on M with the property that ξ 0 (· | π) = ξ 0 (·), i.e. that the prior is independent of the policy used. Then the posterior probability, given a history h t generated by a policy π, that µ ∈ B can be written as:
. (6) Fortunately, the dependence on the policy can be removed, since the posterior is the same for all policies that put nonzero mass on the observed data. Thus, in the sequel we shall simply write ξ t for the posterior probability over MDPs at time t.
A. Value functions
Value functions are an important concept in reinforcement learning. Briefly, a value function V π µ : S → R gives the expected utility for the policy π acting in an MDP µ, given that we start at state s, i.e.
A similar notion is expressed by the Q-value function Q π µ : S × A → R, which is the expected utility for the policy π acting in an MDP µ, given that we start at state s and take action a, i.e.
Similarly, and with a slight abuse of notation, we define the Bayesian value function V π ξ : S → R, and the related Bayesian Q-value function Q π ξ : S × A → R. These are defined for any belief ξ and policy π to be the corresponding expected value functions over all MDPs.
Due to the convexity of the Bayes-optimal expected utility [3] with respect to the belief ξ, it can be bounded from above and below also for the Bayesian RL problem [5] :
(11) Since it hard to find the Bayes-optimal policy [8] , [20] , [3] , [5] , we may instead try and estimate upper and lower bounds on the expected utility, and consequently, on the Q-value function. These can then be used to implement a heuristic policy that is either exploratory (when we use upper bounds) or conservative (when we use lower bounds).
To achieve this, we propose a number of simple algorithms. First, we describe the direct upper bound estimation proposed in [5] in the context of tree search. Here, we apply it to select a policy directly, in a manner similar to the lower bound approach in [6] . We then describe gradientbased incremental versions of both algorithms. However, all of these algorithms require estimating the value function of a sampled MDP, a potentially expensive process. For this reason, we also derive a gradient-based algorithm for minimising the Bayes-value function Bellman error. This is shown to perform almost as well as the previous algorithms, with significantly less computational effort.
B. Direct upper bound estimation
The idea of the following algorithm stems directly from the definition of the upper bound (5) . In fact, [5] had previously used such upper bounds in order to guide tree search, while [6] had used lower bounds directly for taking actions. However, to our knowledge the simple idea of estimating the upper bound (5) and using it to directly take actions has never been tried before in practice.
We can estimate an upper bound value vector 1 q by direct Monte Carlo sampling 2 from our belief ξ:
This idea is significantly simpler than that constructing credible intervals (see for example [22] ). In addition, estimation of Q * µi for each sampled MDP is easy. This is in contrast with the lower bound approach advocated in [6] .
Algorithm 1 U-MCBRL
The algorithm is presented in Alg.1. A hyperparameter of the algorithm is the number of samples N to take at each iteration, as well as the points at which to switch policy 3 . This paper uses the simple strategy of linearly incrementing the switching interval. Let us now see how we can directly approximate both lower bounds such as those in [6] , and upper bounds, such as this in Alg. 1, via gradient methods.
C. Direct gradient approximation
We now present a simple class of algorithms for gradient Bayesian reinforcement learning. First, let us consider the estimation for a specific policy π, which will correspond to approximating a lower bound. Define a family of functions v θ : S → R, { v θ | θ ∈ Θ }. We consider the problem of estimating the expected value function given some belief ξ:
where χ is a measure on S, and · is the Euclidean norm. Then the derivative of (14) can be written as:
Let
, be the value function of an MDP sampled from the belief, i.e. µ k ∼ ξ. Then, due to the linearity of expectations, it is easy to see that:
1 For continuous spaces, this can be defined on a set of representative states. 2 Due to the Hoeffding bound [21] and the boundedness of the value function, it is easy to see that this estimate is O(1/ √ N )-close to the upper bound (11) with high probability.
3 since re-sampling and calculating new value functions is expensive Consequently, ω k can be used to obtain the following stochastic approximation [23] , [24] algorithm
where η k must be a step-size parameter satisfying k η k = ∞, k η 2 k < ∞. A similar approach can be used to estimate the Q-value function with an approximation q θ : S ×A → R: (18) where ω k (s, a) = Q π µ k (s, a). This update can also be performed over the complete state-action space
The same procedure can be applied to approximate the upper bound (11) . This only requires a trivial modification to the above algorithms, by setting
Algorithm 2 DGBRL: Direct gradient Bayesian RL.
Input prior ξ 0 , parameters θ 0 , initial state s 0 for t = 0, . . . do
// Get value of sample θ t+1 = θ t − η k s,a D k (s, a) // Update parameters a t = arg max a∈A q θt (s, a).
// Act in the real MDP s t+1 , r t+1 ∼ µ // Observe next state, reward ξ t+1 (·) = ξ t (· | s t+1 , r t+1 , s t , a t ) // Update posterior end for
To make the approximation faster, we can take a single MDP sample at every step, take an action, and then use the previous approximation for the next step. If the belief ξ t changes sufficiently slowly then this will be almost as good as taking multiple samples and finding the best approximation at every step. The complete algorithm is shown in Alg.2. The advantage of this idea over the upper and lower bound approach advocated in [5] , [6] , is that we can reuse information from previous steps without needing to take multiple MDP samples.
In either case, the computational difficulty is the calculation of V µ k , which we still need to do once at every step. The next section discusses another idea where the complete estimation of a value function for each sampled MDP is not required.
D. Temporal difference-like error minimisation
One alternative idea is to simply estimate a consistent value function approximation, similar to those used in temporal-difference (TD) methods (in particular the gradientbased view of TD-like methods in [24] ). The general idea is to form the following minimisation problem:
Now let us sample a state s k ∼ χ from the state distribution, an MDP µ k ∼ ξ from the belief and a next state s
from the transition kernel of the sampled MDP given the sampled current state. Using the euclidean norm for · and taking the gradient with respect to θ we obtain:
By choosing an appropriate approximation architecture, e.g. a linear approximation with bounded bases, the following corollary holds:
Proof: This results follows from Proposition 4.1 in [24] , since the the sequence satisfies the four conditions in Assumption 4.2. (a) f ≥ 0. (b) f is twice differentiable and its second derivative is bounded, as
. (c) By taking expectations over the sample, it is easy to see that
follows from the boundedness of the first derivative.
E. Bellman error minimisation
An alternative formulation is Bellman error minimisation ( [24] , Sec. 6.10), where instead of minimising the error with respect to the current policy, we minimise the error over the Bellman operator applied to the current value function. This is simplest to do when we are working with Q-value functions. Then the problem can be written as:
Using the same reasoning as in Sec. II-D, we sample s k ∼ χ, µ k ∼ ξ from the belief and a next state s
from the transition kernel of the sampled MDP given the sampled current state. Using the euclidean norm for · and taking the gradient with respect to θ we obtain the algorithm:
It easy to see that Corollary 1 is also applicable to this update sequence. When the state sequence is generated from a particular policy, rather than being drawn from some distribution χ, we obtain Alg.3.
Algorithm 3 BGBRL: Bellman gradient Bayesian RL
// Sample a next state θ t+1 = θ t − η t D t // Update parameters using (30) a t = arg max a∈A q θt (s, a) .
III. EXPERIMENTS
We present experiments illustrating the performance of U-MCBRL and BGRL and compare them with other algorithms. In particular we also examine the lower-bound algorithm presented in [6] , the well known UCRL [25] algorithm, 4 and Q(λ), for completeness.
A. Experiment design
Since all algorithms have hyperparameters, we followed a principled experiment design methodology. Firstly, we selected a set of possible hyperparameter values for each algorithm. For each evaluation domain, we performed 10 runs for each hyperparameter choice and chose the one with the highest total reward over these runs. We then measured the performance of the algorithms over 10 3 runs. This ensures an unbiased evaluation. The set of hyper-parameters that were automatically tuned for each method are listed in Table I . For Q(λ), we fixed λ = 0.9 and used an ε-greedy strategy with a decaying rate and tuned initial value ǫ 0 . For UCRL, we tune the interval error probability δ. Gradient algorithms require tuning the initial step-size parameter η 0 . Monte-Carlo algorithms require tuning the number of samples N . UCRL, MCBRL and U-MCBRL all used the same policy-switching heuristic.
B. Domains
We employed standard domains from discrete-state problems in exploration in reinforcement learning. Thus, Bayesian inference is closed-form, as we can use a Dirichletproduct prior for the transitions and a Normal-Gamma prior for the reward. Value function parametrisation is tabular, i.e. there is one parameter per state-action pair. These domains are the Chain problem [1] , River-Swim [26] , DoubleLoop [1] . In addition, we consider the mountain car domain of [27] , using a uniform 5 × 5 grid as features. All domains employed a discount factor γ = 0.99. 
C. Results
From the online performance results shown in Fig 1, it is clear that apart from Q(λ), all algorithms are performing relatively similarly in the simpler environments. However, UCRL converges somewhat more slowly and is particularly unstable in the Mountain Car domain. 5 A clearer view of the performance of each algorithm is can be seen in Table II , in terms of the average total reward obtained. It additionally shows the 95% lower and upper confidence bound calculated on the mean (shown in the middle column) via 10 4 bootstrap samples. The best-performing methods in each environment (taking into account the bootstrap intervals) are shown in bold. One immediately notices that MCBRL and U-MCBRL are usually tied for best. This is perhaps not surprising, as they have the same structure: in fact, for N = 1, they are equivalent to Thompson sampling [1] , as mentioned in [6] . However, MCBRL uses a lower bound on the value function, while U-MCBRL an upper bound, which makes it more optimistic. 6 The most significant finding, however is that BGBRL is a relatively close second most of the time, performing better than all the remaining algorithms. This is despite its computational simplicity.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a set of Monte-Carlo algorithms for Bayesian reinforcement learning. The first, U-MCBRL is a modification of a lower-bound algorithm to an upper-bound setting, which has very good performance but has relatively high computational complexity. The second, DGBRL, is a type of gradient-based algorithm for approximating either the lower or the upper bound, but nevertheless does not necessarily alleviate the problem of complexity. Finally, BG-BRL defines a novel type of Bellman error minimisation, on the Bayes-expected value function. By performing gradient descent to reduce this error through sampling possible MDPs, we obtain an efficient and highly competitive algorithm.
The algorithms were tested using an unbiased experimental methodology, whereby hyperparameters were automatically selected from a small number of runs. This ensures that algorithmic brittleness is not an issue. In all of those experiments, U-MCBRL and its sibling, MCBRL outperformed all alternatives. However, BGBRL was a close runner-up, even though it is computationally much simpler, as it does not require performing value iteration.
A subject that this paper has not touched upon is the theoretical performance of U-MCBRL and BGBRL. For the first, the results for MCBRL [6] should be applicable with few modifications. The performance analysis of BGBRL-like algorithms, on the other hand, is a completely open question at the moment. 
